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THE
SAINT CLOUD
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Guided by the Benedictine
philosophy that each person
should be treated as it they
were Christ in person.
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TO THE PEOPLE WE SERVE

Thefust hospital opened in St.
Cloud more than 100 years ago under
the guidance and determination ofthe
Sisters of the Order of St. Benedict.
That guidance and determination is still present today having been
passed on through the many Sisters
who dedicated their lives to the mission
of health care.
After a long and distinguished
career at Saint Cloud Hospital, Sister
Paul Relief: senior vice president, left
the hospital in March to take time to
reflect and relax during a period of
monastic renewal.
Sister Paul was energized by a
deep commitment to her job and the
hospital Her expectations were high,
yet she was compassionate to all those
she met, a true humanitarian.
All ofus at Saint Cloud Hospital
are committed to providing health care
in the Benedictine tradition. As we
dedicate ourselves to those values, we
dedicate our annual report to her.
Thank you, Sister Paul, from all of us.

As we look back, we see that the 1987-88 fiscal year was filled with change and
growth. We were busy establishing new services while preparing ourselves for the advent
of other new programs. We were impacted by significant changes in Medicare and private
health maintenance organizations ( HMOs). And we continued the transition to becoming
a more market-responsive organization.
Probably the biggest public issue our hospital faced was the transfer of more than
40,000 Physicians' Health Plan ( PHP ) participants to other health plans. Over half of
those affected, Medicare beneficiaries, were dropped by PHP and other insurance carriers
because of inequitable federal payments from region to region.
And our Board of Directors felt we could not continue our PHP relationship at the
current reimbursement rate and still maintain our prices—which are 15 percent below
rates in the Twin Cities—to all other non-governmental payors.
In making this decision, our Board—which consists of four physicians, four business leaders and four members of our sponsoring body—felt the most significant factor we
were dealing with was the viability of a very important community resource, Saint Cloud
Hospital. We had to do what was necessary to make our organization survive. The community support we received through the media and from our clients reinforced our decision.
What we learned from this situation was that we cannot assume the risks of something we have no control over, that our third-party payors need to have good working relationships with our physicians as well as ourselves, and that we not lose sight of our most
important goal: Saint Cloud Hospital has to continue to be a resource of high quality health
care for the residents of Central Minnesota.
It was that goal our employees and medical staff strived to achieve. They worked
to establish or update areas such as the Counseling Center and the Family Birthing Center.
Time was also spent preparing for our cardiac surgery and intensive care nursery programs.
These are further endeavors in our development as a regional medical center.
While national trends indicate a decline in inpatient census, we are happy to report
Saint Cloud Hospital's has leveled off and we have even experienced a slight increase. Even
more encouraging is the 25.44 percent increase in outpatient revenue.
We have also seen an evolution in our management philosophy. We know we have
outstanding employees who deserve to be recognized for their efforts. These people are not
just caregivers, they are the core of the institution. How well we do as an organization is
determined by how they feel about their jobs. We encourage our employees to change and
be creative in their work. This is accomplished by creating an environment that is receptive
to change, that gives our staff a greater voice in the decision-making process of the hospital.
Our organization has been built on the Benedictine values of Christian caring and
hospitality. Our employees haven't lost sight of this and realize the importance of the
Benedictine philosophy of treating each person as if they were Christ in person. And we
know from the feedback we get from our patients, that we are successful in that endeavor.
It is important to us that we make a positive difference in the lives of our 15,960
inpatients and our 63,230 outpatients. As we continue to provide quality care to our
patients, we face our biggest challenge. We must join together to find creative responses to
three distinct challenges: a decline in reimbursement levels, the explosion of new technology, and the growing scarcity and competition for employees in certain fields. What is
exciting to us is to meet these challenges head on and arrive at good, workable solutions.
We're confident this can be done. And we are proud to be associated with a group of
employees, physicians and volunteers who are committed to achieving our goals.

Sister Dolores Super, O.S.B.
Chairperson, Board of Directors
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John R. Frobenius .
President, The Saint Cloud Hospital

THE YEAR IN REVIEW

■In March, the hospital started extracorporeal shock wave lithotripter ( lithotripsy for
short) services. The non-invasive lithotripsy procedure has been described as a tiny jackhammer that uses shock waves to hammer away at kidney stones. Eighty percent of patients
needing surgery to remove their kidney stones can now choose the option of lithotripsy.
Both the MRI and lithotripsy machines are leased by Saint Cloud Hospital and transported
here in mobile units.

One can look back at the 1987-88 fiscal year with mixed emotions. Saint Cloud
Hospital saw a substantial increase in its outpatient revenues, a jump of 25.44 percent.
And its inpatient census even experienced a slight increase while nationally, inpatient
activities continue to drop.
But there were some difficult times for the hospital over the past year. Almost
26,000 residents over 65 had their health care plan dropped by Physicians' Health Plan
and other carriers and were left with only Medicare coverage. The hospital and Physicians'
Health Plan terminated their non-Medicare contract, requiring an additional 20,000 Central Minnesota residents to change insurance coverage.
On the positive side, new services were being established, renovation was underway and plans were being formulated for new programs.
All in all, it was a good year for The Saint Cloud Hospital.

Advances In The Medical Community

■In July 1987, construction of a three-story medical office building, the St. Cloud Clinic,
was completed. The building is connected to the hospital by a heated tunnel and is occupied
by the St. Cloud Clinic of Internal Medicine, Ltd. and Surgical Consultants, P.A.
• The hospitals and physicians of Central Minnesota feel it's important to provide costeffective, high quality health care services to their patients. That's why Saint Cloud Hospital, Douglas County Hospital in Alexandria, St. Joseph's Hospital in Brainerd and about
200 doctors have joined together to form the Central Minnesota Health Care Alliance.
Eventually more than 400 doctors and 17 hospitals in 10 Central Minnesota counties could
be part of this health care network.
• Saint Cloud Hospital continues to draw specialists to its medical staff, expanding its
capabilities as a regional medical center. Twenty-six physicians joined our medical staff in
the fiscal year 1987-88, bringing our total of active and associate physicians to 169.

New And Expanded Services

■The Counseling Center was established in the fall of 1987. The center offers a variety of
specialized services to Central Minnesota residents on an outpatient basis. Its programs
include eating disorders and women's issues, as well as individual and group therapy for
children and adolescents, adults and families.
■The Alcohol and Chemical Dependency Center added the Stevens Community Hospital
in Morris to its five joint venture programs. Last fall, trained professionals helped Stevens
Community Hospital establish New Beginnings programs in Morris, Sauk Centre and
Willmar.
■Health Systems Institute, a division of The Saint Cloud Hospital, expanded its line of
programs and services with: Type II and Gestational Diabetes Programs, an injured Workers' Case Management Program, industrial hearing screenings and the Sensible Weigh to
Weight Management.
■Much planning took place between Saint Cloud Hospital and Cardiac Surgical Associates, P.A. of Minneapolis for the first cardiac surgery program in Central Minnesota.
■In conjunction with the cardiac surgery plans, cardiologists began performing a procedure called infra aortic balloon pumping. This involves placing a balloon near the heart
via a catheter inserted in an artery in the leg. This procedure assists in reducing the heart's
workload and increases the circulation of blood to the heart. Our critical care nursing staff
went through extensive training in the Twin Cities to help care for patients who have
this procedure.
■After a year-long renovation, the new Family Birthing Center opened in May. Decorated
in warm mauves and peaches and cool blues, the center has 28 private birthing suites
where women can labor, deliver and recover in one room.
■Included in the renovation of the Family Birthing Center were plans for an intensive
care nursery. Last summer a neonatologist ( a physician who specializes in the care of
critically-ill and premature babies) joined Saint Cloud Hospital's medical staff as medical
director of this new area. The hospital expects to be operating a full-fledged level III nursery by July 1989. This growing service will provide care to premature infants and allow
high-risk mothers to deliver their babies in St. Cloud.

Just Because We Care

■In the fall of the 1987, Saint Cloud Hospital became the first hospital in Minnesota to
care for war-wounded patients from Afghanistan. Abdul Afiz and Dur Mohammad underwent orthopedic surgery and rehabilitation which was unavailable to them in Pakistan.
Surgeons and physicians from St. Cloud volunteered their services. This was part of a worldwide effort to help victims of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
■Saint Cloud Hospital joined the ranks of other health care providers and chose to become a smoke-free facility on November 19, 1987. We made this decision for the health and
safety of our patients, visitors and staff. We're proud to be smoke free!
Saint Benedict's Center And Benedict Village

■Saint Benedict's Center celebrated its 10th anniversary April 25, 1988. To mark the
event, the center honored Operating Committee members, employees, physicians, medical
directors and volunteers who had been with the center since it opened.
■Preparation continued for opening an Alzheimer's unit. The unit is scheduled to open
during this next fiscal year.
• The Adult Day Care Program celebrated its sixth anniversary in grand style by doubling
the number of participants. The program is now at capacity, providing 50 adults with day
care services. The Adult Day Care Program also expanded its Alzheimer's and related
disorders programs to help fill the demand for these services.
■Always trying to meet the needs of the tenants, Benedict Village developed a new program called Health Plus. This program, which was implemented in the fall of 1987, provides
increased home assistance services to tenants on a temporary basis. Nursing, laundry, additional meal service, extra housekeeping and maintenance are included in Health Plus.
• In March 1988 Benedict Village reached and has maintained 100 percent occupancy of
its 67 apartments.
■In order to allow the village's 85 tenants more participation in decison-making, a
Tenants' Council was started. This group of five is elected by the tenants and has input
into program development and committee activities.

New Technology

■Last November, the hospital began offering magnetic resonance imaging ( MRI) services. MRI uses a strong magnetic field rather than X-rays to develop images of the
inside of the body. These images are of amazing detail and are able to pinpoint brain
abnormalities, identify problems of spinal column, the heart, abdomen and other organ
and tissue masses.
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The 1987-1988 fiscal year was a busy one for the people at Saint Cloud Hospital,
Saint Benedict's Center and Benedict Village. Construction was completed, new services
and programs began and new equipment was purchased. The following are short stories
about the highlights of the year from the three facilities.
FAMILY BIRTHING CENTER OPENS

The opening of the Family Birthing Center in May of 1988 had a flavor all of
its own.
Other newcomers, like lithotripsy, or magnetic resonance imaging, had spectacular arrivals. But while those were at the forefront, the so-called cutting edge of health care
technology, the Family Birthing Center was low tech, warm and fuzzy.
It represented not a technological advancement, but an advancement in customer
relations. Most mothers are healthy and give birth normally to healthy babies. Because of
this, as part of the general women's movement which had followed the 1960s, women had
begun lobbying for a birthing environment that gave them something closer to a natural
experience. They didn't want to be moved around. They wanted to give birth in a position
that felt natural, and they wanted to stay with their babies after birth.
"The opening of the Family Birthing Center was a process that evolved over time,'
said Sister Kara Hermes, vice president of nursing. "You could say it began in June or July
of 1985."
"At that time two groups of women approached the hospital with a list of things
they wanted to see different in obstetrical care." One group represented women who had
given birth normally, and one represented women who had delivered by Caesarean section. They had 13 requests for changes they wanted Saint Cloud Hospital ( SCH) to adopt.
"That triggered a response from us of 'How do we respond?' " Hennes said.
With the endorsement of new president John Frobenius, staff began exploring how
to respond to community needs. Among some groups the hospital was criticized for being
traditionally conservative. The hospital was aware of that, but felt a need to balance
demands with care requirements for mothers who could have difficult deliveries. National
increases in lawsuits and escalating malpractice costs in obstetric care were also a consideration. According to Hennes, SCH knew that it was losing patients to other area hospitals. "Some of our own employees told us that they were going elsewhere to have their
children' Hermes said.
The planning group found that the major direction in obstetrics was toward single
room delivery. With this in mind they had an architect make rough plans for how the third
floor could be revamped to accommodate the single room concept.
In May of 1986 a prototype room was built inside the hospital's Pierz Room. A
couple of months later a delivery was simulated inside it, to see if the design worked, and
if there was room for everyone involved in the delivery.
"At that time Dr. Loel Fenwick came. He is a national authority on the single room
concept': said Hennes. "He evaluated the room, which was fine. But he felt we weren't
ready to make the practice changes yet." Consequently, that October a nine person team
attended a workshop in Kansas on how to effect the attitudinal changes necessary to
make the new system work. Those nine people became the nucleus of the planning team.
In January of 1987 a public forum allowed the general public to voice its opinions
on what changes should take place in hospital obstetrical care. By July, the hospital was
ready to begin construction, and to begin the more subtle process of changing attitudes to
accommodate the wishes of the community.
Construction cost of converting the southwest end of the third floor to 28 single
rooms was $1.3 million. There was also a cost in time and energy as maternal child services began temporary operation on the fifth floor. When staff moved back it wasn't just

We think the new Family
Birthing Center is just great.
There was a lot of privacy
which allowed us to spend
time together as a family.
The care was excellent and
nurses were really friendly.
—Norm and Karen Braaten
Sauk Rapids parents of three
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nicer looking rooms. It was a move to a new way of doing things. An enormous effort
was undertaken to retrain staff. The customers' demands for unlimited visiting, for baby on
demand, for single room care without being moved around, were met.
During the open houses in May, small knots of women wandered, smiling, from
room to room. They touched the walls, tested the chairs, murmured over the Borning beds
( specially designed to accommodate a number of delivery positions), and ooh'd and aah'd
about the soft lighting and mauve and blue decor. They loved it. Response from the families
who have given birth there has been similarly positive.
As the accompanying intensive care nursery develops, it seems inevitable that the
Family Birthing Center will enhance its regional reputation for excellence.*
MRI AND LITHOTRIPSY
SERVICES BEGIN

Having the lithotripsy
procedure done was much
easier than I thought. It was
over before I knew it and I
only missed three days
of work. I'm sure glad this
was available.
—Ann Leedahl
Chapter One instructional aide
at Sartell Elementary School
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Unfortunately, not all ailments can be cured with a bottle of penicillin, or healed
with rest and bandages.
Sometimes the best procedure is one that challenges the resources of the hospital.
In more than one area this past financial year, the hospital has worked hard to find ways
to make big budget items which benefit patients both affordable and available.
The year saw the start-up of lithotripsy and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Both procedures provide undeniable benefits to patients, and are expensive high tech items.
Both procedures take place within mobile units. To make them available to Saint
Cloud Hospital ( SCH) patients the hospital has entered into cooperative agreements with
other health care providers. Under those agreements, the units move around from hospital
to hospital on a contracted, scheduled basis.
MRI was the first to come into operation. MRI uses a strong magnet and radio
waves to produce startlingly clear images of the body. It serves a similar function to X-rays,
but technically is as advanced as perhaps a car is to a bicycle. The extra quality comes
with an extra price tag. Examinations can take up to an hour, and may cost as much as $900.
"It's an expensive procedure for the patient, but they get their money's worth:' said
Dr. Roberto Ang, a neuroradiologist on the hospital's medical staff. "These images are of
such amazing clarity and detail that we are able to pinpoint brain abnormalities, identify
problems of the spinal column, the heart, abdomen, and other organs and tissue masses."
The hospital leases a unit that is also used by St. Paul Ramsey Medical Center and
Methodist Hospital in St. Louis Park. It visits the hospital each Friday and every third Saturday. From November through June it had seen 44 days of service and been used for 395
patients at St. Cloud.
"As we made the decision to proceed with that arrangement for MRI the question
was, should we build a pad that has the technologies to handle additional mobile technology," said Niels Nielsen, hospital vice president for patient care support services. (The MRI
travels in a trailer that has to lock into a specially designed pad.) "We also looked at the
lithotripter, but in the initial evaluation we backed off from it because of the cost.
"When we built the MRI pad, we eliminated one of the costs for the lithotripter, so
we reevaluated bringing in the lithotripter. We felt strongly it would be a benefit for our
patients because it eliminates a surgical procedure, so we made the decision to start that
service."
Prior to lithotripsy, the removal of kidney stones was a major surgical procedure.
The lithotripter uses shock waves to blast kidney stones into tiny fragments that can be
passed easily. It is anticipated that up to eighty percent of people who would previously have
needed kidney stone surgery will be able to benefit from what is officially termed the extracorporeal shock wave lithotripter.
During the lithotripsy procedure, the patient is given a general anesthetic, secured

in a special cradle-like chair, and lowered into a stainless steel tub. The position of the kidney stone is revealed by X-ray tubes mounted on either side of the tub. The kidney stone is
then battered by shock waves which are administered between heartbeats.
The hospital leases the mobile unit for one day a month. About seven stones can
be disintegrated each day. After treatment, patients are normally able to go home within 24
hours, and begin normal activity after 48 hours. From March through June, seven patients
had undergone lithotripsy.
CONSTRUCTION OF
CLINIC COMPLETED

In August of 1987 the new St. Cloud Clinic Building opened. With that opening
St. Cloud took a major step toward developing a medical/hospital campus.
It was a development that had been in the talking stages for a long time. "I think
that the hospital and the doctors looked at the development of a doctors' office building
probably 14 years ago;' said Dr. Robert Cumming, Saint Cloud Hospital (SCH) director of
medical affairs. "At that point there were a number of what were felt to be impediments to
that development, such as location and financing. As a result, the original discussions were
abandoned."
An interest in developing a medical/hospital campus remained, even though the
original initiative failed. Having a physicians' clinic close to the hospital offered several
potential advantages to both parties. It would provide more convenient care for SCH
patients. It would facilitate a closer working relationship with the physicians using the
hospital. And, it would limit the need to duplicate expensive procedures, because a clinic
close to the hospital would not need to install expensive technology of its own.
By the mid 1980s the joint offices of the St. Cloud Clinic of Internal Medicine and
the Memorial Surgical Group (now Surgical Consultants of St. Cloud, PA.) shared a building that seemed to get more cramped by the week. Together, the two separate corporations,
located in the Memorial Medical Building on 29th Avenue North, represented one of the
largest groups of physicians in St. Cloud. At that time, when a general offer was made for
physician groups to consider moving close to the hospital, it was these groups that showed
the most interest, and after some negotiation, were able to come to terms.
"Because of our space problems we were looking for a new building" said Mark
Murphy, St. Cloud Clinic of Internal Medicine administrator. "We were looking at a
number of alternatives. During the discussions that accompanied the process of evaluation
and negotiation it was decided to go with the hospital campus. The hospital provided a
long term lease commitment, which meant we didn't have to provide a large initial investment. And of course the primary consideration was the efficiency of being this close to
the hospital."
The site for the clinic building, just south of the hospital, became available when
the school of nursing closed. The clinic is a modern, open, beautifully decorated building
that offers a high level of efficiency with a similar level of comfort. It has diagnostic facilities, an on-site pharmacy, and is connected to the hospital through a tunnel. Twenty physicians from the St. Cloud Clinic of Internal Medicine, and three surgeons from Surgical
Consultants of St. Cloud, have offices in the clinic.
The people who have benefited most from the clinic's new location have been
patients. Closeness offers economies and efficiencies for patients and for physicians. "It is
a very nice way for people to receive their health care',' Cumming said. "Whatever is not
provided at the physician's office and that needs to be done at the hospital is available by
just walking through the tunnel. They don't have to drive across town. The same is true for
physicians needing to see patients who are hospitalized."
Fran Martini, the clinic administrator for Surgical Consultants, said that the working relationship between the clinic and the hospital has been wonderful. "There is a phys-

The closeness of the clinic to
the hospital makes it really
convenient for patients.When
I went to an appointment in
March I was having chest
pain.They immediately
wheeled me over to the
hospital and I was admitted
to the coronary care unit. I
ended up having an angioplasty procedure done. I'm
much better now and happy
to he back volunteering at
the hospital.
—Bonnie Hunstiger
Saint Cloud Hospital volunteer
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ical benefit to having new offices;' she said. "But the real change has been caused by the
ability to work with the hospital so that it benefits our patients and our surgeons."
This is the first physician's clinic on the medical/hospital campus, but it may not be
the last, according to Niels Nielsen, hospital vice president for patient care support services.
Although other physician groups chose not to move to the hospital at the time of the clinic's
planning, the hospital has not ruled out the possibility of expanding the medical/hospital
campus in the future.*
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SAINT BENEDICT'S CENTER
CELEBRATES TENTH ANNIVERSARY

I love going to Adult Day
Care at St. Benedict's Center.
We're always busy doing
something—crafts, field
trips, going out for lunch. And
it's been a great outlet for
my daughter, too. She doesn't
have to worry about me
sitting at home by myself.
—Isabel Neis
Adult Day Care participant
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If you had asked Saint Benedict's Center's ( SBC) administrator, Sister Rita Budig,
O.S.B., what her biggest concern was 10 years ago, she probably would have said getting
organized, orienting staff, and helping residents get settled in their new home.
That's because 10 years ago, on April 25,1978, SBC opened its doors for the first
time. Then, as now, it was Budig's responsibility to keep things running smoothly.
But those concerns are far in the past, and in many respects, taking care of residents has a whole new meaning. "It used to be that we were caring for those people who
needed minimal care as well as those needing highly skilled care,' Budig said. "Now we see
almost exclusively people who require highly skilled care." In addition, the age level of the
residents has gone up significantly. "Like most nursing homes, we've really gone from being
a retirement home to being a long-term care facility."
In the process, SBC changed from a free-standing self-contained facility to one
that offers a full range of services and networks with other organizations that provide services to seniors. "The nursing home of ten years ago is virtually non-existent;' Budig noted.
This change can be seen in some of the services now available at the center, such as adult
day care, respite care, hospice, and the addition of Benedict Village, an independent living
facility for seniors.
Probably the thing that has had the greatest impact in the past ten years and is of
the most concern to nursing home administrators, is funding. "All areas of funding are regulated by the government': Budig explained. "Even private pay is regulated." The problem
occurs when facilities try to maintain quality care and add programs and services, with
little or no increase in reimbursement.
"It's virtually impossible to provide new services to the residents without funding
from individual contributions, grants, or an unrelated industry "Budig said."Fortunately,
our center enjoys strong community support and continues to pursue other funding options":
More recent changes in the health-care industry have also impacted the center. "We
have been feeling the nursing shortage',' she said. "Not as much as the hospitals, but we've
noticed it. And of course, as you ask more from your personnel and they become harder to
find, you have to increase salaries and benefits to attract good people. Under our present
reimbursement system, long-term care facilities just can't keep up with other health-care
facilities when it comes to salaries and benefits."
As Budig looks to the next ten years and beyond she remains optimistic. "The pendulum will swing back' she said."By the year 2020 the number of people 85 and above will
triple. This is the age group that really needs increased services. We need a local, regional
and national commitment to caring for older adults. With that commitment will come the
acknowledgement that we have to make funds available to pay for increased services."
In addition to increased public funding, Budig believes the future holds more activity on the private financing level (more long-term care insurance) and additional retirement
and pension plans, both individual and company sponsored.
"The elderly will continue to search for and demand security, independence and
choices;' Budig said, "and Saint Benedict's Center will continue—as we have for the past
10 years— to meet those demands using whatever resources are available to us."44

BENEDICT VILLAGE REACHES
FULL OCCUPANCY

Resting atop a wooded hill and looking out over corn fields and residential houses,
Benedict Village presents a perfect picture of tranquility.
Is that the secret behind the success of this independent-living facility that is home
to 85 seniors?
To an outsider the answer might be yes. But to those more closely associated with
Benedict Village, the beautiful setting is only one ingredient that has led to its 100 percent
occupancy rate since March 1988.
So what is it about Benedict Village that allows it to maintain full occupancy? The
answer seems to be simple—a comfortable atmosphere and plenty of things to do.
The building is secured and the atmosphere is home-like with beautiful interior
design, a fireplace and piano in the main lounge. "There's a grill on the patio that people
can use and we have a walking trail into the woods with a bench for people to rest or just sit
and enjoy the woods," said Robin Theis, manager of Benedict Village. "Tenants can also
have a garden plot or a garage if they want them."
To some tenants, the many convenient services are what make Benedict Village so
appealing. Everything from a beauty shop and carpentry shop to a chapel and exercise
room are all available under one roof. In addition, all tenants receive housekeeping services
and some meals, plus the opportunity to purchase extra support services if they want them.
Tenants are encouraged to be as independent as possible and to be active on their
own. However, the village also plans activities. One evening activity is scheduled each week
and there is a whole variety of things to do during the day including grocery shopping,
movies, exercise classes, Bible studies, and craft groups.
"A strong commitment to spiritual care attracts some people': Theis commented.
"We have three retired priests who live at Benedict Village. One of the priests conducts
services three times a week. We have both Catholic and non-denominational services on
Sundays."
It is believed that one of the reasons Benedict Village is popular with seniors is
because it is progressive. "We try to offer new and innovative services that meet the needs
of our tenants," Theis explained. "We have a new program called Health Plus. For an extra
cost, tenants can receive a variety of additional services including nursing, extra housekeeping, laundry and maintenance services. "This program is really geared toward people
who need extra help for a short period of time For instance, "someone might have been
hospitalized and can return home as long as they can get some extra help until they get
their strength back. That's where Health Plus might come in."
So these are the reasons people choose Benedict Village for their home, right?
Well, yes and no, says Theis. "Certainly the setting and the services are part of the
reason, but other similar facilities have similar settings and services." She talked about an
indefinable quality that makes Benedict Village feel like a community."We're small enough
that the tenants get to know each other and large enough that they don't necessarily see
the same people every day. It's really like a small community
"I guess what it boils down to is that the tenants like it here and they talk about
how much they like it. They want others to know just how special their home is: p
;

You're really on your own
here, yet you can get to
know people. It's a family
atmosphere with people
helping people.

HEALTH CARE ALLIANCE FORMED

—Father Ambrose Siehenand
Benedict Village tenant
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When people work together they can find strength, and they can find an efficiency
that isn't obtained on a small scale.
These are the reasons for the existence of St. Cloud Area Health Associates
( SCAHA), said Dr. Scot Hutton, SCAHA president, and also for the creation of Central
Minnesota Health Care Alliance (CMHCA).
SCAHA is a not-for-profit Minnesota corporation consisting of two partners: 1) Central Minnesota Physicians, which is a group consisting of about 120 St. Cloud area practi-

tioners, all of whom are on the Saint Cloud Hospital medical staff, and 2 ) The Saint Cloud
Hospital Corporation. SCAHA was created to investigate and develop joint venture activities between the hospital and its medical staff to provide more cost effective health care
services to patients in Central Minnesota. Major among these has been the planning of a
preferred provider organization.
The process of bringing area physicians together began several years ago, Hutton
said. From a physician's point of view, St. Cloud was a fragmented medical community with
a relatively large number of independent clinics. As outside forces exerted pressure on medical practice in this area—forces such as the development of an HMO in St. Cloud, Medicare
changes, and reimbursement issues— the need grew for physicians to organize in some
form to deal with those forces through collective efforts such as marketing.
"Both doctors and the hospital can have some influence in this way," Hutton said.
"Not to control things so as to maintain the status quo, but to collectively have some influence on what is happening in local health care. We can have further strength in a united
front. This has expanded to the Alliance in a Central Minnesota geographical format to
achieve the same goals on a regional basis."
One of the goals of SCAHA, said Dr. Robert Cumming, Saint Cloud Hospital's
director of medical affairs, is to establish a managed health care system. "That's a broad
term which would include any type of health care delivery system which considers the price
of services, the volume of services, the quality of services, and that has some business
accountability for the delivery of those services',' Cumming explained. "It includes such
things as Preferred Provider Organizations, Health Maintenance Organizations, and actually any other kind of managed health care."
Such a managed health care system established by SCAHA could be expanded to
the network provided by the CMHCA, an organization of physicians and hospitals in St.
Cloud, Brainerd ( St. Joseph's Hospital ), and Alexandria (Douglas County Hospital). SCAHA
is the representative group from St. Cloud to the CMHCA. Eventually, Cumming said, the
network will also include many other doctors and hospitals in Central Minnesota. "This is
not intended to be an exclusive organization, but an inclusive organization."
The purpose of the regional health care network is to allow hospitals to better provide health care services to the people of Central Minnesota by sharing expertise, service,
technology and facilities, and developing joint health care projects. For example, it would
be very difficult for a relatively small hospital to make cost effective use of a magnetic resonance imaging machine (MRI) if it had to buy one itself. Relatively few patients would
benefit from the kind of high quality images such a machine produces, and the equipment
costs several million dollars. Sharing such equipment with other hospitals would-make the
initial investment lower, and allow the equipment to be used more often and more effectively for all patients in a given area.
"What this alliance offers patients is the provision of more complete health care
facilities by avoiding duplication and the financial problems that come with that duplication
of services',' Cumming explained, "And clearly, the best attempt to hold health care costs
down rests with cooperative efforts to reduce duplication of high tech, high cost services."
Development of the alliance offers hospitals the opportunity to benefit by concentrating on the services they deliver well. High tech, low demand services such as MRI may
be provided at central locations, or shared in other ways.
"We see this as a benefit for the whole Central Minnesota patient population:'
Cumming said. "By banding together we have a better chance of providing top quality upto-date health care services to all patients. The alliance development is in the early stages
from the standpoint of actually being an ongoing functioning organization, but it offers great
potential for managed health care and joint venture activities both locally and regionally."+
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This year has been an extremely progressive one for Saint Cloud Hospital. We
have expanded our technology with the MRI, the lithotripter and many other life saving
machines that will bring healthier and longer lives to the people of Central Minnesota.
Our newly renovated Family Birthing Center opened and has experienced tremendous support from the young families in Central Minnesota. Parenthood, as far as Saint
Cloud Hospital is concerned, is on the rise.
We spent over 3/4 of a million dollars on indigent care this last year. We will continue to serve the needs of all persons regardless of their ability to pay. We've had some tight
times this year, but all in all it has been prayerful, productive and progressive.
I would like to thank all of you who gave to help us this last year. I can assure
you, your donations were used as you specified them and were greatly appreciated.
—Mary Downs
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OPERATING STATEMENT
A financial review for
the year ended June 30,1988.

SAINT CLOUD HOSPITAL

SERVICE STATISTICS

Sources Of Funds

A review of key activities
during the fiscal year.

We had gross billings:
From treating 15,960 inpatients
From providing 154,151 outpatient treatments

$54,016,384
15,879,461

SAINT CLOUD HOSPITAL
The Year Ended June 30,

1988

1987

13,817
2,143
15,960

13,725
2,066
15,791

79,368
5,327
84,695

81,015
5,644
86,659

5.8
2.5

6.0
2.6

4,884
2,596
23,400
154,151
286,365
89,732
16,935
9,581
142,755
558,775
259,712

4,516
2,779
22,316
139,253
252,517
83,325
16,653
10,656
134,294
566,942
224,495

The Year Ended June 30,

1988

1987

Resident Days

80,153

80,105

219.6

219.5

98.9

98.9

Admissions:
Adults and Children
Newborn

$69,895,845
We provide charitable or uncompensated services
We received less than full payment from Medicare,
Medicaid and other payment programs

$ 1,843,741

Patient Days:
Adults and Children
Newborn

7,987,576
9,831,317
60,064,528

We received additional funds:
From unrestricted contributions:
From nonpatient sources

$

Length Of Stay:
Adults and Children
Newborn

667
3,300,785

Occasions Of Service:
Inpatient Surgeries
Outpatient Surgeries
Emergency Trauma Center Patients
Outpatient Visits
Laboratory Tests, Pathology Blood Bank Procedures
Radiology Procedures
Electrodiagnostic Procedures
Home Care Visits
Rehabilitation Procedures
Pharmacy Prescriptions
Respiratory Therapy Procedures

3,301,452
63,365,980
Application Of Funds
To pay our 1,587 employees
To provide employee benefits
To purchase professional services
To purchase supplies, utilities, insurance and
other services
To repair our equipment and buildings
To pay interest and principal on debt
To replace and upgrade equipment and facilities
To increase our investment in receivables,
inventories and prepaids
To increase reserves for future equipment and facilities
To decrease current liabilities

$30,678,307
4,326,298
1,747,256
12,941,914
988,539
3,478,103
5,126,179

SAINT BENEDICT'S CENTER

750,598
1,923,020
1,405,766
$63,365,980

Average Number of Residents
Percent Occupancy

SAINT BENEDICT'S CENTER AND BENEDICT VILLAGE
Sources Of Funds
We had gross billings for 80,153 resident days
We had gross billings for 67 apartment rentals
We had other operating revenue
We had nonoperating revenue

4,829,297
431,907
129,938
166,420
$ 5,557,562

Application Of Funds
To pay wages and salaries
To provide employee benefits and payroll taxes
To purchase supplies, utilities and other items
To pay interest and principal on debt
To replace and upgrade equipment and facilities
To increase our investment in receivables,
inventories, prepaids and bond fund

3,164,149
533,508
1,026,099
688,237
194,640
(

49,071 )
$ 5,557,562
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Emergency Medicine

John R. Frobenius
President

H. Thomas Hobday, M.D.
Eyes, Ears, Nose, Throat

Sister Paul Revier, O.S.B.
Senior Vice President
Patient Care Services

Gary A. Strandemo, M.D.
Family Practice

John Seckinger
Senior Vice President
Corporate Services
Sister Kara Hermes, O.S.B.
Vice President,
Nursing
Niels Nielsen
Vice President,
Patient Care Support Services
Roger B. Oberg
Vice President,
Marketing and Planning
Robert J. Cumming, M.D.
Director,
Medical Affairs

Robert J. Cumming, M.D.
Director of Medical Affairs
Gary A. Boeke, M.D.
Anesthesiology

Ronald L. Elg, M.D.
Internal Medicine
Keith D. Larson, M.D.
Neurology-Neurosurgery
David A. Kroska, M.D.
Obstetrics-Gynecology
Dwight E. Jaeger, M.D.
Orthopedics
Robert A. Murray, M.D.
Pathology
John W. Wahl, M.D.
Pediatrics
William E. Miller, M.D.
Psychiatry
Philip H. VanderStoep, M.D.
Radiology
Tonu M. Kiesel, M.D.
Surgery
John K. Matsuura, M.D.
Urology

DIRECTORY OF KEY SERVICES

Medical Staff Clinical Departments
Anesthesiology
Dentistry
Emergency Medicine
Family Practice
Internal Medicine
Neurology and Neurosurgery
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology
Orthopedic Surgery
Pathology
Pediatrics
Psychiatry
Radiology
Surgery
Urology
Medical And Surgical Services
Adolescent Medicine
Anesthesiology
Cardiac Rehabilitation
Cardiac Surgery
Cardiology
Colorectal Surgery
Coronary Care
Dentistry
Dermatology
Emergency Trauma Services
Endocrinology
Endoscopy Services
Facial Plastic Surgery
Family Practice
Gastroenterology
Hematology
Home Care
Hospice
Infectious Diseases
Intensive Care
Internal Medicine
Kidney Dialysis
Maternal Child Services
Neonatology
Nephrology
Neurology
Neurosurgery
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Occupational Therapy
Oncology
Ophthalmology
Oral Surgery
Orthopedic Surgery
Otolaryngology

Outpatient Services
Pain Management
Pathology
Pediatrics
Physiatry
Physical Therapy
Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
Psychiatry
Pulmonary Medicine
Radiation Therapy
Radiology
Rehabilitation Services
Rheumatology
Same Day Surgery
Speech Pathology
Surgery
Telemetry
Therapeutic Recreation
Urology
Behavioral Services
Alcohol and Chemical Dependency Services
Mental Health Services
Outpatient Counseling Services
Support Services
Cardiac Catheterization Laboratory
CT Scanning
Electrodiagnostics
(EEG, ECG, Echocardiography )
Laboratory/Blood Bank
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Mammography
Nuclear Medicine
Nutrition Services
Pharmacy
Quality Assurance
Radiologic (X-ray) Services
Respiratory Care
Social Services
Spiritual Care
Ultrasound
Volunteer Services
Community Services
Health Systems Institute
Home Delivered Meals
Hospital Inn
Lifeline
Tel-Med
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